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Abstract
The formula for what people need to thrive is not complex: access to work, education, safety and
clean air. These fundamental goods do not mean anything unless people have the political and
economic ability to harness them. Cities have historically been seen as the provider of this access
for the masses, but white communities have consistently benefited at the expense of communities
of color. Further, the lack of equity in access has not been the result of chance but rather
conscious choices made by the power brokers who direct urban development. The history of
development is one of inequity, but this is not to say that equitable development is impossible.
As seen through various case studies in the Boston metro-region, while the past 75 years are
strewn with cases of unequal development decisions, recent years have seen a paradigm shift in
the language of development to one that emphasizes equity. Now, the challenge is to identify the
structural roadblocks to implementation and plan in an integrated manner for a more equitable
future.
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“Access is what cities are all about.”1
Chapter 1: Introduction
Today, Boston is booming.2 The Massachusetts economy recovered from the recession
faster than the nation as a whole, and the concentration of universities, hospitals, and high-tech
industry in the Boston area portends sustained growth for the future. And yet, this growth has not
benefitted all parts of the metro-region equally. While Kendall Square in Cambridge experiences
astronomical growth, Dudley Square in Boston remains mired in poverty; Cambridge sits on over
a $100 million surplus in its municipal budget3 while foreclosed homes still line many streets in
Dorchester.4 The socio-economic divisions in the Boston metro-region can largely be traced to a
history of inequitable planning, which has occurred almost entirely unchecked over the past halfcentury as well as structural inequities in the labor and housing markets. A shift in recent
decades towards Transit Oriented Development (TOD) has played an important role in fostering
the idea of more sustainable and equitable development. However, further integration of
planning and structural policy reforms are necessary to attain truly equitable access to
opportunity for every resident who lives in and around Boston. A disparity of wealth and
opportunity exists in the Boston metro-region and the gap between the haves and have-nots is
growing, not shrinking. Urban planning and policy choices can play a key role in closing this
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gap, but they must be considered within the broader political and policy structures, which have
historically deterred equitable development.
Cities have long played a role in fostering access to communities of opportunity and an
improving life for millions of people.5 The historical movement of people from impoverished
rural areas to better off cities is ingrained in the developmental process of nations and
communities of opportunity are places — often in cities — where people have access to jobs,
education, transportation, and a clean environment. Equally ingrained though, is the process of
urban development bifurcated along race and class lines. Development choices lie with those
who have power – political, economic, or social – and this power is not distributed equally; in
the U.S. it is concentrated in white communities. This power dynamic influences every urban
development choice, from where to site a waste incinerator to which community should receive a
new subway station. In the past 75 years, these choices have led to segregation of cities into
zones of those who have access and those who do not.
A component of the history of unequal development in Boston is a lack of integrated
planning. All too often, individual issues have developed in the absence of a larger context. For
instance, the Red Line was extended through Davis Square, Somerville in the 1980s with little
focus on housing policy, which was a piece of the gentrification and displacement of low-income
residents; this cycle has not yet abated over 30 years later. This thesis will discuss the
developmental inequities seen in urban planning at both the theoretical and practical level, with
the goal of illustrating how comprehensive urban development could occur in Boston that
incorporates the fields of mass transit, housing policy, and environmental concerns. The history
of urban planning in Boston is filled with cases where unequal access to communities of
5
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opportunity was encouraged, and understanding the relationship between gentrification and the
arrival of new forms of mass transit is a major piece of integrating planning in the future.
The overarching question of this thesis is: “can Boston provide equitable access to
communities of opportunity?” These communities can be described as “economically, socially,
and environmentally sustainable communities.”6 Whether a person has access to a community
where they have the opportunity to thrive is essential to converting their initial opportunity into a
sustainable livelihood, and urban planning can be seen as a factor in determining that access. The
discussion focuses on these communities of opportunity because they, like integrated planning,
bring together different silos of policy. Equitable development cannot occur by simply getting
one segment of policy correct, but by uniting sometimes disparate policy fields. This thesis
explores the consequences of past inequitable planning, and asks whether there are any practical
solutions that can be implemented in Boston to create equity in development. I hypothesize that
the lack of integrated planning — taking into account transit, housing, and environmental
concerns — has contributed to inequitable development outcomes of the last 75 years.
A literature review of planning and Transit Oriented Development (TOD) will show how
communities could improve equity by coordinating development across policy concerns. This
review will also discuss the disconnect between the literature and implementation in politicized
situations. I will illustrate the current state of urban planning in Boston and across Massachusetts
as a whole, and discuss whether there are any mechanisms that could improve the level of
integration in planning. From there, the narrative turns to issues of race and class, and their
historical legacies in Boston. How has urban planning in Boston aggravated disparities between
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different racial and economic groups throughout the last 75 years and what are the implications
for the current policy debates? The historical narrative is what drives this chapter – the voices of
those in the community and instances where inequitable development decisions became
prominent. I will investigate three cases: the West End redevelopment; the vote in Arlington to
reject the Red Line extension; and the shift of the Orange Line away from Dudley Square and its
subsequent replacement with the Silver Line. These three cases are arguably the four most
substantial urban developments related to equity in the last 75 years and illustrate multiple angles
from which to view the process of development in the city. Fundamentally, the contours of the
history of development in Boston can be outlined by the development choices made in these
three communities.
These questions of history and inequity form the first section of this thesis. From there, it
turns to specific policy areas and addresses them both through policy-level and community-level
analysis. First, it tackles the central question of mass transit: What are the promises and pitfalls
of Transit Oriented Development as it exists today? Transit Oriented Development has the ability
to create equitable communities and sustainable economic development but the equity
component is often left out. A brief literature review will establish the state of TOD in
Massachusetts today and whether there have been any successful past cases of TOD in the
metro-region. Specifically, this includes the case of the soon to be constructed Silver Line
extension to Chelsea, MA. I will then discuss the components of TOD that could benefit
communities in Boston, as well as the components that could cause problems for equitable
development in the future.
The connection of rapid transit to community development leads to the issue of housing
policy, which in my mind must be planned in concert with expanding mass transit to ensure
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equitable development. On the topic of housing, what are the methods available to provide
equitable access to housing (and in turn mass transit)? I hypothesize that the current status of
housing as a commodity is the root cause of inequity in access to affordable housing. While there
are many successful efforts to create equitable communities with sustainable economic
development, they are often swamped by the pressures of the housing market. A brief literature
review will establish the status of affordable housing in the metro-region today, with particular
attention paid to the disconnect between the housing stock available and the labor market in
Boston. I will then review current mechanisms municipalities use to promote affordability and
investigate where and how these policies fall short.
The final issue of this second section focuses on environmental concerns. A stated goal of
transit oriented development and smart growth is protecting the environment, but how can we
actually accomplish the dense growth that is seemingly necessary to promote sustainability in an
equitable manner? I argue that the environmental justice movement operates at the confluence of
the preceding policy issues of housing and transit, and to be successful must unite planning
across policy disciplines. I conclude with a more theoretical discussion of how integrated
planning can not only create equity, but also foster sustainable communities and achieve many of
the goals of the environmental movement, specifically through the framework of equity
established in Somerville, MA.
The remainder of this introduction defines the broad terms and themes covered
throughout the rest of the thesis: gentrification, displacement, Transit Oriented Development
(TOD), and the economic status of the Boston metro-region. Chapter 2 is a literature review,
which consists of both the contemporary theory of integrated urban planning and the ideals
behind TOD. A history of planning in Boston, Chapter 3, follows and covers the development of
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the city from streetcars in the late 1890s to the Big Dig at the turn of the 21st century. This
chapter also includes three case studies — spread across four decades and covering different
neighborhoods in the region — to illustrate the role race and class have in development and
political decision-making. The comprehensive history is necessary to show how a lack of
equitable planning in the past has resulted in the inequities of today. Chapter 4 then discusses
integrated planning as a tool for equitable development and breaks down into sections on transit,
housing, and environmental policy to create both the depth and linkages necessary for
integration. The thesis concludes with a discussion intended for an urban municipality faced with
inequitable economic growth, and combines policies to create equitable development today with
long term attempts to solve the structural problems inherent in the politics and policy of urban
development.
What are Gentrification and Displacement?
Gentrification is the process whereby communities experience new investment and
increased economic activity as a result of an influx of middle and upper class residents to a
neighborhood.7 This encompasses changes in demographics, real estate, land use, and culture,
and while often derided, is also seen as beneficial for communities overall. A common take on
this process was expressed perfectly in a recent New York Times article on revitalizing cities in
upstate New York: “Having lived in Greenpoint and seen what happened there,” [Martin Dunn]
said of the Brooklyn neighborhood, “I’m sensitive to it. But in Buffalo, I think a little
gentrification would be a blessing.”8 If this blessing was shared amongst those who live there
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currently, then Mr. Dunn might have a point. But this description of gentrification leaves out the
fact that an inherent part of gentrification is displacement.
The displacement problem is what drives the demographic shifts caused by gentrification.
When a neighborhood becomes more desirable — whether because of cheap housing, rapid
transit access, or some combination of the two — more people want to live there. The increased
demand for housing causes prices to rise. Since the demand does not come from within the
community but from without, it is often disconnected from the local labor market — the people
hoping to move into the neighborhood have more wealth available to purchase housing than
those who already live there. The increased demand for housing and the influx of wealth from
outside of the community combine to result in the displacement of low-income residents who
live in a neighborhood that is being gentrified. Even if these residents are not forced out
immediately, as people make their yearly choice about where to live and the housing stock turns
over, they will often choose to because the rent has become unaffordable to their income level.9
What is Transit Oriented Development (TOD)?
Transit Oriented Development is the model of creating dense neighborhoods of mixed
residential and commercial development around mass transit– “a modern version of the
traditional town.”10 By bringing together transit, housing, and environmental policies, the hope is
to create complete neighborhoods and in turn foster sustainable communities. This model of
density is intended to reverse the trend of suburbanization, which has played a role in the
continued growth of carbon emissions in the U.S. Personal auto use is the cause of roughly 20%
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of all carbon emissions in the U.S., and substantial progress on climate change is extremely
difficult to envision without tackling auto emissions.11 Dense development can begin to reduce
these emissions, since the places people want to go are within distance of walking or mass
transit, unlike the suburbs where even the grocery store is a 15-minute drive away. Modern TOD
further incorporates ideas such as shared streets and protected bike lanes in order to further the
goal of environmental sustainability.
TOD can occur when the state invests in creating a new transit stop or when
municipalities incentivize development around existing mass transit – either way, the story is one
of the state actively stimulating new development in a neighborhood. Massachusetts is currently
attempting both models. In Somerville, the extension of the Green Line is expected to foster
development and economic growth in the immediate area around the new stations. In Boston, the
transition of the Fairmount Commuter Rail Line to subway style service along with development
incentives is hoped to revitalize an area around existing transit.12
In both communities, the goal of the state’s investment is to foster economic growth
through TOD; there are also some potential pitfalls. With the state investment in mass transit and
development comes an increase in value to the community. This increase in value makes the
neighborhood more ‘desirable’ and often leads to more people wanting to live there. When the
demand for housing increases, it drives up the price and forces those who cannot afford the cost
of housing to move in search of affordability. This process is how gentrification and
displacement of low-income communities occurs and can actually be a consequence of TOD. In
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theory, “the need for affordable housing illustrates the desirability of integrated solutions.”13 In
practice, instead of creating equitable neighborhoods, TOD can lead to communities segregated
by wealth where only those who can pay are allowed to reap the benefits.
In progressive circles today, Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is the de rigueur form
of urban planning. Activists, urban planners, and political officials are all seeking to utilize mass
transit to leverage economic growth and develop sustainable neighborhoods. These goals make
explicit reference to affordability, which includes land use policy and affordable housing
working together with transit policy to create livable communities. Where TOD often falls short
is in its actual implementation. Even though TOD proposes integrating planning across
disciplines to create equal access to communities, the silo effect is tough to break through. When
it comes time for specific projects to actually receive political approval, a deal usually needs to
be struck, and equity is often left by the wayside; the communities most in need of support are
the least likely to have the political power necessary to have a seat at the table.
What is the State of Growth in Boston?
The need for equitable development is of particular importance as the Boston-region
continues its rapid post-recession economic growth. The combination of overall economic
growth, stagnating wages, and one of the tightest housing markets in the country has led to a
situation where little of the metro-region is affordable to live in. Although the economy stalled
somewhat in 2013, the “housing cost burdens in Greater Boston had already hit record levels in
2011 with more than half (50.1 percent) of all renter households spending more than 30 percent
of their gross incomes on rent.”14 The lack of affordability for the majority of renter households
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stands in stark contrast to the wealth accumulation that has been simultaneously occurring
because of the technology boom as companies flock to the Silicon Valley of the East Coast.15
The bifurcation in the labor market seen at the macro-level in the American economy is playing
out in Boston as the job market self-segregates, largely between the technology and the service
industries.16
Not only is there a gap in wealth but also a segregation among which communities in the
Boston-region have benefited from the growth that has occurred. The historical development of
the metro-region has endowed some areas with good schools, access to transit, and clean air;
self-sorting along racial, class and educational lines further segregates the area today.17,18,19 Not
only did the political and policy choices that caused the historical inequitable development have
consequences for communities throughout the region that were left behind, but the repercussions
also continue today. The economic growth the region is currently experiencing is concentrating
in neighborhoods that benefitted from past development, leading to a cycle where communities
that were under-invested in previously have little chance to catch up today. This trend makes it
all the more imperative to provide equitable access to communities of opportunity today, so the
pattern of inequitable development does not repeat itself in the future.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Communities in the Boston metro region today are eager to utilize mass transit in order to
foster economic development and sustainable living. They hope to expand development in areas
around mass transit and to encourage people to live in these areas by promising access: to jobs,
to education, to recreational activities, and to the city writ large. Though frequently successful in
terms of economic development measures, this has not always been the case as far as racial and
economic equity is concerned. This does not result from the model of TOD, but rather the
implementation. From its origination, TOD focused on creating “a diverse community” that at its
base was “more affordable for working families, environmentally responsible, and cost-effective
for business and government.”20 The disconnect between the existing literature and
contemporary practice is clear, and is a factor in the continuing inequities in existence today.
The concept of TOD originated in the late 1980s and “became a fixture of modern
planning when Peter Calthorpe published The New American Metropolis in 1993.”21 While
generally defined by mixed-use communities that encourage people to live near transit services
and decrease their dependence on driving,22 Transit Oriented Developments also offer the
opportunity to provide equitable development for low-income communities as well as people of
color.23 These are essentially the strains of thought that exist in the literature. TOD at one level is
simply a tool for economic development, albeit an effective one that also has substantial
20
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environmental benefits. Others take a more nuanced approach, where TOD — for all its benefits
— also poses challenges, particularly to low-income communities and people of color. It can be
a tool for equity, but also result in displacement. It all depends upon the implementation.
The stated goal of Calthorpe’s The New American Metropolis was to “redefine the
American Dream” and make it affordable to a diverse set of the population.24 This argument was
intended as an antidote to sprawl and as an attempt to reclaim urban space. The ideal was the
traditional American town, but scaled up to meet modern needs. The traits Calthorpe considered
essential to that vision included walkability, a diversity of use, and a diversity of users.25
Calthorpe was not alone in this vision; he was a founding member of the Congress for the New
Urbanism, a group of architects who pushed back against “sprawl-oriented dogma” of planning
in the suburbanization era.26 The charter of the Congress hits all the high-points of equal
development: increased investment in urban areas, desegregation of spaces, and sustainability
both in terms of environmental concerns and open space.27
Imagine a neighborhood in which mass transit is available within three short blocks and
runs conveniently every ten minutes. One can stop on a short walk at a daycare center, bank,
health club, or grocery store. The streets are tree lined, free of backyard sound walls and
speeding cars — a neighborhood in which almost all trips could be made conveniently on foot,
via public transit, or on a bike.28 In his vision, Calthorpe was without doubt. He cleared the way
for sustainable cities and TOD to enter mainstream urban planning, at least on an ideological
level, and provided a vision that closely mirrors that of contemporary smart growth.
24
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Smart growth can be defined as “a comprehensive strategy of regional sustainability that
suggests economic efﬁciency, environmental protection, a high quality of life and social equity
can be achieved through concerted and negotiated land use polices.”29 Smart growth introduces
the concept that before looking at transit networks or housing affordability, it is important to first
get the land use right because it will define everything that follows. This mode of planning is
built on a ‘bottom-up’ perspective of local region-building efforts and land preservation of both
open space for urban areas and rural land for agricultural purposes.30
While the smart growth movement has much in common with Calthorpe and the New
Urbanism field, it also builds deeply off of New Regionalism, which links the decline of the
urban core to “a range of metropolitan problems, including declining regional economic
performance, urban sprawl, and fiscal stress.”31 The hope for New Regionalism is that it can
provide a solution to these problems that are beyond the capability of a single city by breaking
political deadlocks, specifically through institutional conditions that encourage cooperation.32
However, both Smarth Growth and New Regionalism are also highly problematic in that they
largely represent white voices in contrast to the environmental justice movement, which is
composed of a majority of people of color.33 Even though “concentrated poverty cannot be
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addressed without addressing sprawl,”34 both New Regionalism and Smart Growth exhibit a
suburban bias in that they focus on quality of life issues on the urban fringe at the expense of
policy issues that would address core urban concerns.
Although the biases in these planning fields currently exist, this is not to say that they
hold no benefit for urban communities if channeled in a productive manner. Smart Growth
policies, for instance, can work on: “concentrated poverty, urban disinvestments, housing
abandonment, bank and insurance redlining, and growing social and economic polarization.”35
Further, a progressive regionalism would include a focus on the labor market structures as a
whole as well as multi-lateral coalitions to build support for future change.36
In 2004, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) undertook a massive review of TOD
in the U.S. in an attempt to understand where it stood at the time and assess its potential for
growth. What the FTA found was that the existing literature was “replete with platitudes that
have been heaped on the TOD concept” but that only two of the widely discussed benefits had
been conclusively illustrated: ridership increases and property value gains.37 Granted, it found
the potential benefits — proven and unproven — to be substantial and overlap between the
public and the private sector. On the public side, these included “ridership increases, joint
development opportunities, neighborhood revitalization, and economic development.”38 For
private sector concerns, the two benefits involved increased land values and increased
34
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affordable-housing potential. While these are important components of TOD, they show just how
far the field developed from Calthorpe’s original conception of diversity and affordability.
Even though there is a discussion of affordable housing, it is clear that the focus of the
FTA review is on economic and community development through TOD. In a survey of transitagencies undertaking TOD projects, this report found a variety of stated goals — broken down
by percent frequency — including: increased ridership (20%), economic development (15.6%),
increased revenue (13.3%), and enhanced livability (11.1%).39 These goals illustrate just how
widespread the focus on development was at the time. Even those transit agencies that did
mention affordability did so in the context of neighborhood revitalization through economic
development, which later studies would show often did not actually benefit residents who used to
live in the neighborhood, but rather those who moved in.40 While this report is comprehensive in
scope, it is somewhat dated. Later research would provide a firmer foundation, but this report
provides a good picture of the landscape at the time.
The 2000s brought about a wealth of research on TOD. Early on, The New Transit Town:
Best Practices in Transit-Oriented Development, established how equity could be a central
conception of TOD: “Transit-oriented developments have the potential to provide residents with
improved quality of life and reduced household transportation expense while providing the
region with stable mixed-income neighborhoods that reduce environmental impacts and provide
real alternatives to traffic congestion.”41 This effort was furthered by Belzer and Poticha who
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reviewed TOD from 1999-2009 and its connection to equity and sustainability,42 as well as a
report by the AARP on how to preserve affordable housing and access to mass transit for the
elderly.43 These, along with invaluable tools — such as early warning toolkits44 — to prepare
communities for potential gentrification from TOD efforts created a wealth of literature on TOD.
The penultimate study of the time period brought all of these efforts together, and also
included some surprising conclusions about the current state of TOD. In 2010, the Dukakis
Center for Urban and Regional Policy at Northeastern University released “Maintaining
Diversity in America’s Transit-Rich Neighborhoods.” This study had an explicit focus on equity
and was attempting to answer the question of whether equitable access to transit could exist.
Unlike previous studies that limited the number of gentrification characteristics studied, this
report looked at “a broad range of population, housing, and transportation characteristics.”45
What the Dukakis Center report essentially illustrated was a cycle of unintended
consequences. When mass transit was introduced to a neighborhood, gentrification and
displacement often occurred. What this did, however, was effectively reduce the number of
people in a neighborhood most likely to actually use transit in favor of those who are more likely
to drive. This results in a “pattern of change [that] is working against the goal of attracting
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transit-oriented neighbors.”46 This introduces a whole new frame of argument. Regardless of the
question of equity — though the authors do believe this aspect to be important — there remains
the issue of whether the state is receiving an adequate return on its investment in transit via a
necessary level of ridership.
The other component is a comprehensive toolkit that communities can use to promote
equitable neighborhood change. As the authors argue, “gentrification and its associated adverse
consequences are not an inevitable consequence of transit investment.”47 To respond to this, they
provide planning, housing market, and transportation management tools. All of these are easily
accessible to the average end-user, and respond to three main concerns of communities facing
transit development. The first is that communities with high levels of rental housing and lowincome renters usually experience rapid gentrification. The second is that the housing market is a
main driver of this gentrification. The third is that many of the higher-income residents attracted
to the transit do not give up ownership of their cars. In laying out these tools and challenges, this
report sets the gold standard for others to follow.
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Chapter 3: A History of Unequal Development in Boston
Mass transportation has an extensive history in Boston. The initial underpinnings of the
transit system originated in 1631 with ox carts moving people and goods in and out of the city.48
As the transit system grew through the following centuries, ownership changed from private to
municipal hands, trolleys became buses or subways, and the federal government, which initially
had little role in local transit projects, began to play a role in Boston’s transportation planning. In
1894, the State Legislature incorporated the Boston Transit Commission, which would create
North America’s first subway system in 1897, as well as the Boston Elevated Railway Company
(BERY).49 The BERY built and operated the electrified streetcar system; the extensive streetcar
network is what allowed for the development of streetcar suburbs around the city of Boston.
Even though the current conception of TOD originated only in the 1990s, it actually has
an extensive history in Boston that predates the automobile. Before the rise of the car in the
middle of the 20th century, there was an extensive streetcar network that was integral to the
creation of Boston’s neighborhood structure as well as a dense, walkable, urban core. Lines ran
south to Roxbury, Dorchester, and Mattapan, north to Charlestown and Medford, and west to
Cambridge and Arlington. The system was so well utilized, that “by 1901, 210 streetcars per
hour were stopping at Park Street Station.”50 While no one was talking about TOD at the time,
the natural result of the efficient and extensive streetcar network was for neighborhoods to
develop near transit stops.
The streetcar network is a large reason why neighborhoods like Teele Square exist when
today there seems little impetus for dense neighborhood formation. Walking through the
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neighborhood of West Somerville, the concentration of businesses and multi-story apartments
appear in Teele Square almost out of nowhere. Unlike nearby Davis Square, which has a subway
station, it is unclear to the contemporary viewer why there exists any density in Teele Square as
opposed to two blocks over. The current route of the 89 bus used to be the route of the 89
streetcar and the concentration of residents and businesses formed around the transit access to the
city. Most jobs at the time were in the urban core, so if a person did not want or was not able to
live downtown, they needed access to these jobs – the best option was via a streetcar. Though
this planning was not intentionally coordinated, it was essentially functioning as Calthorpe
would describe with TOD.
The early 20th century brought a change in lifestyle to America and Boston was not
immune to this trend. Beginning in 1904, “the first automobiles ventured out of the cities [and]
traffic grew at a steady and rapid rate.”51 In 1908, the introduction of the Model T automobile
revolutionized the auto industry and allowed for its explosive growth,52 which along with zoning
changes in Boston would imprint wholesale changes on the urban landscape.53 The streetcars that
had spread across the metropolitan region, distributing roughly equitable access to the urban core
across different communities, now “declined under the onslaught of the automobile.”54
From the very beginning, the transformation of the urban landscape was assisted — if not
directed — by federal policy. The Federal Highway Act of 1921 was the first major government
intervention on behalf of the car and occurred in response to rising ownership rates of
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automobiles. It required the designation of interstate and inter-county roads and provided states
with a 50% government funding match to accomplish this goal. This act, along with the Federal
Aid Highway Act of 1925, influenced the rapid creation of “an integrated, nationwide network of
improved highways.”55
In the United States, the

Figure 1

back-to-back calamities of the Great
Depression in the 1930s and World
War II in the 1940s produced a
slowdown in demand for
automobiles and a temporary return
to transit, with transit ridership
actually reaching an all time high of
23.4 billion trips annually between
1941 and 1946.56 However, the
federal programs over the preceding
decades had laid the foundation for future car growth. The graph above illustrates how federal
government expenditures (solid black line) largely kept pace with automobile growth preceding
the Great Depression and created an environment conducive for explosive car ownership in the
second half of the 20th Century. In Boston, the years of the Great Depression were characterized
by an uneasy mix between subways and automobiles and in Somerville “transit systems shrunk
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and all but disappeared as automobiles became the primary mode of transportation.”57 The trend
of reduced mass transit networks would only gather strength following the economic recovery of
the 1950s as federal government highway expenditures skyrocketed to the point where by 1955
those spending levels were actually growing at a faster rate than the increasing levels of car
ownership (see Fig. 1 above).
From the 1940s to the 1960s, a combination of federal transit and housing policy led to
suburbanization, white flight to suburban areas, and the decimation of the mass transit network in
Boston. The post-war period was characterized by a distinct model, which focused on “the
nuclear family in the suburban landscape.”58 The economic boom that followed World War II
was built upon the system of highways created during the Eisenhower Administration, a system
that stretches across a significant portion of the United States. This system was the federal
government’s response to “pent-up demand for automobile travel”59 and together with
extraordinary investment outside of traditional urban cores “ushered in the suburban boom
era.”60 Federal housing policy facilitated the demand for suburban homes by incentivizing
homeownership through a revamped mortgage policy and also subsidized suburbanization
directly through programs like the GI Bill. The result was that homeownership became “the
essential symbol of status in American society.”61 Unlike the era preceding it, the 1940s-1960s
were dominated by disconnected planning. And yet, housing and transit policies worked in
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concert to benefit white neighborhoods in suburbs at the expense of communities of color in
inner city areas.
While the promoted reason for highway construction was as a response to pent-up
automobile demand and economic growth, it also served unspoken demands. The construction of
massive highways was an outlet for white communities hoping to move out of the city; these
highways did not just serve the suburbs, they created them.62 The ‘flight’ from the urban core
was based on the economic, social, and political crises in cities at the time, which were
themselves based in racial politics. The role that fear of urban communities of color played in
white flight cannot be discounted. The white communities with political power were able to
leverage their political power and influence to create an escape hatch to the suburbs, which
further reduced tax receipts in cities and drove the downward spiral of the suburbanization
process.63
The effect of automobile growth and federal government policy on the Boston transit
network could not be starker. The two maps in Figure 2 below show the rapid transit (blue) and
streetcar network (red) in Boston in 1946 (left) and 1956 (right). Over the course of just ten
years, the streetcar system was decimated as transit policy drove down the cost of car ownership
and housing policy encouraged affordable homeownership outside of the urban core. The transit
networks that had been created over a century of human development were in a matter of years
dismantled by the billions of dollars in housing and highway expenditures by the federal
government.
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The below figure makes clear just how widespread the effect of suburbanization was in
Boston; these effects were not distributed equally across the city. At its core, Boston is a city of
neighborhoods.64 Waves of immigration, politics, and a historical, Puritanical belief in strong
municipal government have all combined to create 23 distinct neighborhoods, each essentially
with its own personality. These divisions have also come into play during fights over urban
development, with the same divisions that helped create separate neighborhoods in the first place
now exacerbating the distinction between downtown and its surrounding neighborhoods, as well
as between the city of Boston and its surrounding suburbs.

Figure 2
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Whereas streetcar networks had previously affected residential patterns by encouraging
density, highway networks now combined with federal housing policy to encourage
suburbanization and urban flight: as a result, “highways became an image of progress and
transition to a more affluent life pattern following the rigors of wartime.”65 Industries
experienced increased productivity due to
Figure 3

decreased travel times in all sectors of the
economy and the economy as a whole
benefited from the investment in
infrastructure.66 Massachusetts was no
exception to this trend, beginning with the
“Master Highway Plan for Metropolitan
Boston” in 1948.67 The goal was to essentially
create a perfect hub and spoke road network
that would alleviate the congestion of cars
passing through the city. A major piece of this
plan was the proposed I-695 Inner Ring road,
an 8-lane highway that would have passed
through Somerville, Cambridge, Allston,

Jamaica Plain, and Roxbury. The highway construction craze culminated with the 1959 opening
of the Central Artery (Interstate 93), running north to south through the heart of the city as
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directed by the “Master Highway Plan.”68 The focus of the planning process at the time was on
moving cars through the city rather than on those who would live next to these highways; the
explicit choice was cars over people and suburban over urban, essentially a choice between those
who had wealth and political power and those who did not.
At the same time as the city was contemplating highway construction on a massive scale,
the push for urban renewal reached its apex. Wealthy Bostonians had long proposed leveling
what they considered slum areas within the city in order to return the city to its former
prosperity.69 The desire to replace working-class and poor residential neighborhoods with highrises was intended to bolster the declining property tax base of the city, but World War II and a
mayor who identified with the working poor staved off this process for close to two decades.
James Michael Curley — the Irish American politician famous for being elected mayor of
Boston while under federal felony indictment for bribery70 — largely ignored the white Brahmin
community that made up the business elite in Boston and did nothing to move forward
redevelopment in the city. When John B. Hynes replaced Mayor Curley in 1949, the business
community again had an ally in the mayor’s office.71 Mayor Hynes created the Boston
Redevelopment Authority (BRA) and through this new entity initiated the process of urban
renewal in Boston.
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Over the course of a few years, almost one-third of the former urban core of Boston was
completely leveled as part of the BRA’s plan to create a “New Boston.”72 Although the
community fought tooth and nail to prevent the clearance of their homes, nearly 2,700 people
were displaced in exchange for a series of high-rise, luxury apartments as well as Government
Center.73 The urban renewal seen in the West End marked a turning point in the divisions seen in
Boston. For the first half of the 20th century, the divide was largely between the Yankee
Brahmins who lived on Beacon Hill and the multi-ethnic immigrant communities who lived in
the surrounding neighborhoods – the fact that the residents of the West End were mostly
immigrants is a large reason why the redevelopment went forward. From the 1950s on, the
divide would shift to racial lines, with white working class communities in Boston and wealthier
suburban towns holding sway.74 Of further consequence for future development in Boston, the
urban renewal of the West End began to create doubt in the minds of many Bostonians that
wholesale clearance was a sustainable way to develop a city.75
Along with the “revitalization” of the West End, the city and the metro-region as a whole
underwent a massive highway construction boom. The Central Artery, the Southeast Corridor (I93) and other parts of the highway system were constructed during this time and involved
substantial tracts of land appropriated for construction. The seemingly endless conflicts over land
use caused significant community resistance to unchecked highway growth. These objections
eventually lead the then governor of Massachusetts, Frank Sargent, to declare an end to highway
construction, saying, “Everyone was sure that highways were the only answer to transportation
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problems for years to come. We were wrong.”76 Supporters of mass transit had succeeded. Not
only had they stopped the construction of the Southwest Corridor and Inner Belt (I-695)
highways, but they also halted highway construction for the foreseeable future, opened up swaths
of land for mixed-use development and had support of the state and federal governments to
pursue the development of mass transit. The shift in policy away from automatic highway
construction was an opportunity for the state and region to rethink its planning policies, and it
did. However, the results were far from equitable.
Once transportation planners and community leaders began the process of re-evaluating
their priorities for community development it was immediately clear that building more
highways would never solve the traffic problems in Boston. To illustrate this point, all these
leaders had to do was look at the effects of 30 years of unchecked highway construction in New
York City. Robert Moses — the infamous power broker who was responsible for almost every
major construction project in New York State between 1930 and 196477 — had built highway
after highway at the expense of mass transit, and the result was simply more congestion. Leading
urban planners of the time such as Lewis Mumford had been arguing for years that a policy of
pure highway growth would lead to urban decay.78 Although these planners had long been
screaming into a void, by the 1970s the results of Moses’ policies were increasingly clear. New
York City was stuck with unimaginable congestion, a decrepit mass transit system, and broken
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communities across the metropolitan area.79 As Massachusetts began to re-evaluate its own
systems, the necessity of expanded mass transit was clear.
Following Governor Sargent’s announcement of a moratorium on highway construction
in the metro-Boston region, he created the Boston Transportation Planning Review (BTPR). In
1970, the state was “at a crossroads in transportation policy.”80 Previous decades had seen the
explosion of highway planning and construction, but vocal public protest and the dire fiscal
straits of existing mass transit options prompted the state to act. The BTPR took two years to lay
out an exhaustive and wide reaching “balanced transportation” plan for the entire Greater Boston
area. This program included grand ideals and town-specific recommendations that “provided a
blueprint for decades of progressive transportation policy and investment in Massachusetts.”81 It
took transit planning — previously a policy field dominated by local decision makers — and
attempted to introduce a regional planning dimension that could potentially improve the equity
of the state’s distribution of resources.
One of the first projects the state undertook as a result of the new transit-focused policy
was the extension of the Red Line. The Red Line is one of four rapid transit subways in Boston
and historically ran from Harvard Square in Cambridge to Columbia Point on Dorchester Bay in
Boston. The Braintree Extension was a largely uncontroversial project that attempted to alleviate
congestion along I-93, the interstate highway that runs nearly parallel to the subway. The town of
Braintree had an extensive history of passenger rail service — “in 1893 thirty-eight passenger
trains ran from Braintree to Boston every weekday”82 — but from 1959 to 1980, a period of 21
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years, there had been no rapid transit station in Braintree. Although there were local fears about a
transit station leading to increased local traffic congestion, the extension was completed in 1980
as a direct result of the BTPR process. The Braintree Extension was a simple solution to a
relatively straightforward problem. The community largely embraced the process and further
development resulted around the “vital” link transportation played in Braintree.83
At the same time the South Shore Corridor of the Red Line was extended, the Northwest
Red Line Extension was in progress. From 1914 to 1984, the Red Line terminated in Harvard
Square. Along with Harvard University, the station at the end of the Red Line contributed to the
development of Harvard Square as a hub of commercial activity in Cambridge. In the early
1970s, a concerted effort began to finally extend the Red Line. Following Governor Sargent’s
highway moratorium and transportation planning review, this movement picked up steam as
every line in the transit system was planned to extend to Rt. 128, the highway that runs
circumferentially around Boston. With the election of Michael Dukakis as Governor of
Massachusetts, the era of mass transportation in Boston area had arrived. The northwest
extension of the Red Line would be realized, but not before controversy erupted in Arlington, a
town just six miles from downtown Boston. The rejection of the Red Line Extension by
Arlington illustrates how the power divide in the metro-region had shifted from ethnic lines
within Boston to a regional divide between urban communities of color and the white suburbs.
Arlington in the 1970s was a white, working-class, Irish-Catholic community on the edge
of suburbia. Its proximity to downtown Boston provided ready access via automobile and
combined with a small-town feel that no one wanted to change. Most families had lived in the
town for their entire lives and connections ran deep. The church parish was strong (“devout,
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conservative and traditional”)84 and every child growing up knew they were going to play Little
League or hockey. As the 1980s approached, the proposed Northwest Red Line Extension, which
was to extend the Red Line from Harvard Square to Arlington Heights, and eventually to Rt. 128
in Lexington, divided the community. It was eventually defeated, but not before laying bare the
town as a community resistant to change and overwhelmed by the prospect of outsiders
dictating—some would even say taking part—in its future.
The Northwest Red Line Extension plan in its original conception would have consisted
of two sections. The first part would have extended the subway from Harvard Square to
Arlington Center, while the second part would have taken the subway all the way to Rt. 128 in
Lexington where it would connect to a major highway. Though this plan won almost immediate
approval in Cambridge and Somerville — and while the Southeast extension was proceeding
smoothly in Braintree — the fact that the Red Line would temporarily end in Arlington Center
caused an outcry of opposition. The community feared additional traffic, parking, and general
congestion that would result from living at the end of a subway line where commuters would
park and ride into the city. As a result, in 1972, the Board of Selectmen voted for “128 or
nothing” —either the Red Line would extend all the way to Rt. 128 or it would not extend
through Arlington at all.85
As the Board of Selectmen vote illustrates, there did exist some initial opposition to the
Red Line Extension, but it was not determinative. The local opinion at the time was split not on
the question of whether the Red Line should be extended, but whether or not the community
could temporarily allow it to end in Arlington Center. From the Board of Selectmen vote, it is
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clear that the prevailing opinion was a resounding no for a terminus in Arlington. Four years
later, in April of 1976, the Metropolitan Area Planning Council completed an application for
federal funding for a Northwest Red Line Extension that would run through – and not stop – in
Arlington. At the time, it was the largest application for federal funds ever made in Boston
($381,191,000) and these federal dollars would have covered 80% of the cost of the total
project.86 Today, such spending by the federal government on large mass transportation projects
is almost unheard of; this application truly represented a once in a lifetime opportunity to
fundamentally alter the area’s connection to the city of Boston.
Once the community registered that the Red Line Extension was no longer a plan but a
reality, local opposition intensified. Part of the fear derived from the formation of the
construction plan, which broke the project down into phases. People still feared that they would
be left with the terminus in Arlington, just as Harvard remained the “temporary” last stop on the
Red Line for 72 years.87 Further, the proposed Red Line station in Arlington Center was near
Arlington Catholic High School, a division of the local church. Local residents and parishioners
saw this location as undesirable, and State Representative John Cusack responded by introducing
a bill to prohibit the MBTA from constructing any facility within 150 yards of the high school.
Though never passed, 1,000 Arlington residents at a town hall meeting supported the bill.88 Out
of this legislative effort, the Arlington Red Line Action Movement (ALARM) was born. Largely
a creation of the local church, St. Agnes, ALARM placed a special referendum on the ballot the
following spring, March 1977, on whether or not the Red Line should go through Arlington. The
pastor of St. Agnes called a no vote “a must for the survival of Arlington as a residential
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community.”89 ALARM and the church worked together to distribute literature, call 18,000
homes, and in the end send the referendum question to overwhelming defeat, with voters
rejecting the Red Line Extension 9-1.90
At the end of the day, Arlington had a chance to have a station on the Red Line and
rejected it. Over the course of less than a year, the town went from being part of the largest
federal mass transit project ever proposed in the region to excluding itself from a subway station
for the foreseeable future. The community rejected the Red Line for reasons both stated overtly
and those left unsaid. Local residents worried that the second half of the extension project would
be delayed decades, leaving Arlington Center as the terminus of the subway line with increased
congestion and demand for parking. The church — politically influential and “omnipotent”
according to a local official — spoke of the need to preserve the fabric of the community.91
Together, these concerns may have been enough to stop the project on its own, but they were not
what fundamentally drove opposition to the Red Line in Arlington.
Underneath the spoken concerns about a changing community lay the principal nature of
opposition to the Red Line. Essentially, it was fear. After the white flight of the previous
decades, the thought of people of color from the city breaching the walls put up by housing
segregation pushed people to action. The fear was of “undesirables” using the subway to enter
the community, including those who “need no more instruction than finding the end of the line in
order to get to Arlington.”92 The church magnified the views of its white, semi-suburban
constituency and convinced them that the subway would bring “outsiders” into the community.
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No argument about improved transportation or job growth from a massive government project
could stand up to this fear.
Without acknowledging where it came from though, Arlington will never know who it
really is. The fear of change still exists — as seen through a lack of diversity in Arlington’s
affordable housing and socio-economic isolation — and it is not unique to ‘townies.’ Progressive
or conservative, new to town or born and raised, the urge to exclude crosses all boundaries. This
form of development is not unique to Arlington, but rather illustrative of the past 75 years of
development in the Boston metro area. Even when comprehensive plans are drawn up that
attempt to integrate different planning disciplines, a lack of local political will can exist to move
them forward. In Arlington, this process resulted in exclusionary policies that successfully
restricted access to the community. In Dudley Square, it would result in the loss of the lifeblood
of the neighborhood.
The process of re-evaluating transportation in Massachusetts affected neighborhoods
across the metropolitan area, but a poignant example of the results are seen in the comparison
between the neighborhoods of Dudley Square and Roxbury Crossing. For many years,
Washington Street in Boston acted as the central artery for the South End and Roxbury,
providing a connection between the job opportunities and services downtown and the residents
of Dudley Square. Businesses flourished in the vibrant neighborhoods developed along this main
route, which was initially the heart of the Jewish population in Boston. Dudley Square served as
a commercial and social center for blacks and whites alike for the first half of the 20th century,
with much of this success predicated on the elevated rail line running down Washington Street.93
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Described as “the transit spine of the South End,”94 this elevated rail line connected Dudley
Square directly to the heart of Boston, providing businesses with access to consumers and vice
versa. Along with the Great Migration from the 1940s to the 1960s came the shift of Dudley
Square into a predominantly African-American neighborhood. It was during this time period that
Dudley Square was at the center of black commercial life in Boston — “a thriving commercial
district.”95 During its heyday, Dudley Square’s business district had higher rates of shopping
expenditures than the entire metro area with the exception of downtown itself.96
The victory local communities achieved in the 1970s to halt the construction of highways
within Rt. 128 would eventually come back to haunt transit advocates from Dudley Square. The
locus of this issue was the Southwest Corridor, a path of land stretching from the edge of
Roxbury to Dedham that was intended for a highway to connect the Inner Belt to Rt. 128. Once
the planned highway construction was halted it opened a corridor of land the state had already
seized through eminent domain for the construction of the highway. This stretch of land was then
utilized for transit and park development, which allowed for the shift of the Orange Line. Just
two years after Governor Sargent released his moratorium on highways, the MBTA announced
plans to close the Washington Street Elevated Train. The ‘El’ that had previously connected
Dudley Square to the rest of the city was torn down in 1987 and replacement service was not
restored for 15 years.97 For these intervening years, the community was forced to rely on the #49
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bus as its main connection to the rest of the city, which was largely seen as unacceptable.98 For a
largely transit-dependent community like Dudley Square, some form of rapid transit was needed.
At the time the ‘El’ was torn down, its loss was not universally seen as detrimental in
Dudley Square. Elevated trains are noisy, block out sunlight — “the heavy girders darkened
everything”99 — and are seen as spreading dirt and grime along their path. In many senses, the
‘El’ had similar drawbacks to the elevated Central Artery highway. Fundamentally though, what
ameliorated the short-term loss of rapid transit in Dudley Square was the promise of “equal or
better” service many activists remember receiving from the MBTA.100 The shift of the Orange
Line meant the closest rapid transit to Dudley Square was now almost a mile away and the
community demanded replacement service. So long as they received it, any rifts from the
redevelopment process would be mended.
Instead, Dudley Square received the Silver Line. Sold to the community for years as Bus
Rapid Transit and as essentially another branch of the subway system, the name belies reality.
The Silver Line is a bus system that does not remotely approach standards set for rapid transit. It
competes with cars as part of the regular traffic flow and has frequent stops, both of which
dramatically slow service.101 One of the foremost examples of BRT in the world is in Curitiba,
Brazil. This BRT line has bus lanes that are physically separated from the rest of the roadway,
enclosed bus stops that passengers pay to enter (rather than paying when they board the bus), and
bus priority at all intersections.102 As illustrated in the table below, the contrast between a model
BRT system and the bus line in Roxbury is stark.
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Figure 4103
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The results of these differences are stark as well. According to a 2005 report, the Silver
Line runs only marginally faster than the #49 bus did even though the Silver Line is ostensibly
its rapid transit replacement.104 Current bus schedules for the Silver Line have published travel
times of up to 19 minutes during the morning rush hour,105 which is more than double the eight
minutes this trip used to take on the ‘El’106 and is slower by one minute than the old #49 bus.107
Equal or better is far from the reality for residents of Dudley Square. The promise broken in the
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1990s is remembered by those in the community to this day through their name for the Silver
Line – the Silver “Lie.”108
The Dudley Square case is an example of how choices surrounding Transit Oriented
Development can affect communities. TOD is an investment by the state in a neighborhood and
often leads to economic growth because mass transit provides access to the urban core, access to
jobs, and a central location around which a dense, mixed commercial and residential district can
form. There are also environmental benefits from the concentration of people in one area that can
provide jobs, education, housing, and grocery stores in a walkable, transit oriented community.
Successful TOD encapsulates all of these aspects and is at the heart of the livable communities
movement. This phenomenon is illustrated by Roxbury Crossing, which received rapid transit
and benefited economically both in absolute and relative terms compared to Dudley Square;
Roxbury Crossing saw decreased unemployment and rising median family income. While no
change in a city can be attributed to a

Figure 5

single factor, the shift in rapid transit
illustrates how significant this
connection was in Roxbury Crossing’s
growth and Dudley Square’s decline.
While Roxbury Crossing
appears to have benefitted from TOD,
this form of development is all too
often accompanied by negative effects
such as gentrification and the
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displacement of low-income people from the community. When rapid transit is introduced to a
community, the area often becomes more desirable, housing prices rise, and people are priced
out.109 The table below shows the difference in housing costs between Dudley Square and
Roxbury Crossing. Even though housing was becoming more expensive throughout the Boston
area during the time period shown, Roxbury Crossing lost more than twice as much rental
housing that cost less than $600 per month than Dudley Square, a neighborhood on decline that
was still experiencing rising rental costs. While other factors such as the growth of the
Longwood Medical Area have played a role in these rising costs, the arrival of rapid transit
appears to be part of the picture as well.
Figure 6110
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+/-

Roxbury Crossing Dudley Square
$600<$599
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25.5% 11.7% 63.9%
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Both Dudley Square and Roxbury Crossing illustrate the different ways TOD can play
out: Dudley Square as a counterexample with the economic stagnation it suffered following the
loss of rapid transit and Roxbury Crossing with its economic growth in concert with the addition
of rapid transit. There are also substantial questions of equity in the application of TOD. The
original conception of TOD was one of livable communities, with integrated planning along
transit, housing, and environmental lines to create sustainable and equitable communities.111
However, the implementation of TOD has all too often been lacking in this regard. At the same
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time that the Orange Line extended to Roxbury Crossing, the Red Line station opened in Davis
Square, Somerville, triggering what has come to be seen as an unambiguous example of
gentrification and displacement.
After the introduction of the Red Line in the 1980s, the area around Davis Square quickly
grew, with a new mix of dense commercial and residential development that led to economic
growth and revitalization. This in turn, led to increased housing prices, and the neighborhood
demographics quickly shifted from a mixed, working class community to an overwhelmingly
white, upper-middle class community. Although the city planned extensively around the arrival
of rapid transit, it did not do so with equitable development as the specific goal of its planning.
Instead, the goal was to foster rapid economic growth and in this sense, the city succeeded.
However, looking back today, it is clear that regardless of the city’s planning efforts at the time,
residents who had lived in Davis Square for generations were priced out.
In Boston, communities of color and low-income communities are vastly underserved by
mass transit, often left to rely on buses alone. Not only are they underserved, but “buses packed
with predominantly low-income riders of color are almost 20 percent more crowded than the
commuter rail trains, serving wealthier suburbs.”112 The promise of “equal or better” is unique to
Dudley Square, but the situation it has faced is not. The history of development choices in
Boston have all too often exposed political decisions; these calculations implicitly, and often
explicitly, chose to benefit white, suburban communities at the expense of urban communities of
color. Even within the city, the areas well served by rapid transit are rarely located in the
communities that need them most. What is left is a legacy of “unequal or worse,” where lowincome communities and communities of color have been left behind. Davis Square, a
112
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predominantly white community, received rapid transit while Dudley Square, a predominantly
black community, lost it. At the same time, both neighborhoods suffered from a lack of planning
and larger market structures; the residents of Dudley Square no longer had easy access to the rest
of the city and the residents of Davis Square were forced out by gentrification and displacement.
Throughout the decades of battles with the state over the lack of rapid transit expansion
into communities of color in Boston, the constant refrain heard from the state has been “we can’t
afford it.” Yet at the same time the state was denying Dudley Square the $50 million necessary
for true rapid transit service to replace the Orange Line,113 it was spending billions of dollars in
capital improvements across the rest of the system. The Greenbush commuter rail line was built
at the cost of $400 million and guaranteed to lose the T money;114 the Old Colony commuter rail
line was restored at the cost of $530 million. In total, the T spent over $1.5 billion on commuter
rail expansion, line improvements and new stations in the two decades following its acquisition
by the T.115 There is no doubt that some of the commuter rail projects were necessary, with the
Old Colony commuter rail restoration for instance intended as environmental mitigation for the
Big Dig. The state was committing billions of dollars to an automobile project and many
environmental groups successfully advocated for mass transit projects to offset carbon
emissions.116 However, these decades of commuter rail expansion to white suburban
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communities appear to have left urban communities of color largely bereft of capital
improvement projects and even led to a degradation of existing service levels.117
Not only did the billions of dollars spent on commuter rail projects leave little room for
urban transit improvements, but many veteran watchers of the T also argue that the fiscal
constraints it faces are largely the result of “two decades of commuter rail expansions…which
resulted in ignored normal maintenance.”118 Community activists take this viewpoint and
connect it with the lack of investment in communities of color in Boston and see an injustice —
“if there ever was a case of transit racism, [the investment in the commuter rail instead of urban
transit] is it.”119 Looking at the individual projects described above, it appears that the spending
on commuter rail projects dwarfed spending on urban transit. When the T first acquired the
commuter rail system in 1976, “both equipment and plant were in an advanced state of
deterioration.”120 The litany of problems with the commuter rail — from train cars long overdue
for replacement, to speed restrictions on most lines, to common derailments — matched those
only of the subway system itself. As a result, the MBTA began a “massive program of equipment
replacement and rehabilitation”121 along with a system-wide expansion of the commuter rail
system. This state of deterioration provides one counterpoint to those who do not understand
why the MBTA chose to spend its resources on the commuter rail.
Another counterpoint lies in the total dollars spent by the MBTA during the time period
of 1983-1991. There exists no overall accounting of the MBTA’s financing before the 2000s, so
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while the T did not fully kick off its commuter rail expansion program until the 1990s, this time
period suffices to illustrate the statewide picture of mass transit funding. Capital programs for the
MBTA during this time were largely financed by the Urban Mass Transportation Act (UMTA)
combined with state transportation bonds. From 1983-1991 the state issued a total of $2.6 billion
in bond issues for mass transit — of this total $842 million, or roughly one third, went to fund
commuter rail capital projects.122 Even though these capital funds do not account for the
operating costs that played a role in the financial straits of the T — “new [commuter rail lines]
bring new operating deficits from the day they open”123 — they do illustrate how the commuter
rail might not be solely responsible for the transit and developmental inequities in Boston. If true
though, this begs the question: where did the money go?
The answer at least partially lies largely in South Boston. The commuter rail provides
only a casual comparison to expenditures on mass transit in Boston, whereas Phase II of the
Silver Line provides a direct comparison. The Dudley Square/Washington Street line of the
Silver Line (Phase I) cost just shy of $28 million.124 The South Boston/Logan Airport line of the
Silver Line (Phase II) cost upwards of $600 million.125 Both South Boston and Dudley Square
were without access to rapid transit and the MBTA committed to extend Bus Rapid Transit to the
two communities. As the cost indicates, and the graph below definitively illustrates, the resulting
service to each community was far from equal.
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The reason the cost of Phase II of the Silver Line was over 20 times more than the cost of Phase I
was that while Phase I was a bus, Phase II was true BRT. The MBTA built a tunnel through
South Boston to Logan Airport that provided exclusive bus service, segregated from traffic, with
three brand new, full-service stations along the way. Clearly, funds were available to build true
BRT. They just were not available to the residents of Dudley Square.
The reasons for this disparity are myriad, but two stand out as the most impactful. First
was the three quarters of a billion dollars the federal government spent to re-locate the Orange
Line. When the state went back to the federal government to fund another rapid transit project in
Roxbury, the funding committee was not inclined to allocate more resources to the
community.127 Second, and most decisive, was the role the city and developers played.
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Beginning in the mid-1980s, before the battle over rapid transit access to Dudley Square was in
full swing, the city had already identified Industrial South Boston “as the next frontier for real
estate development.”128 Developers were intrigued by the low land prices there and, looking to
the future, began to advocate for increased transportation options to the area.
Even though the immediate factors behind the choice to fund rapid transit to South
Boston instead of Dudley Square are seemingly practical, the underlying fundamentals are the
power politics of race and class. South Boston, at the time an overwhelmingly white IrishCatholic community, has long held outsized political influence in Boston. In a city of
neighborhoods, South Boston traditionally provided some of the highest vote totals of any
ward.129 Although the area where the Silver Line was developed is not in the heart of ‘Southie,’
there is no disconnecting the political influence of local power brokers with the choice to make a
major investment in their community. There is little difference between this process and the
influence held by white suburban communities to bring outsized investments to the commuter
rail. At the end of the day, Dudley Square was getting squeezed from both ends. Suburban
politicians were wielding their influence to appropriate billions of dollars for the commuter rail
and urban power brokers were siphoning off the rest, leaving no room for communities of color
to acquire funding. When the state said, ‘we can’t afford it,’ they may have been telling the truth.
But the fundamental reason for this statement rests in the choices previously made, and the result
is a gross inequity today between white communities who have access to rapid transit and
communities of color who do not.
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The influence of real estate developers matters as well. Real estate interests played a role
in the eventual decision to implement Phase II of the Silver Line – in a Federal Transit
Administration project evaluation of the Silver Line, the authors identify a real estate developer
as the first interest to advocate for rapid transit to South Boston.130 There was also the presence
of the Massachusetts Convention Center at play. The urge to further development around a
previous state investment was strong and the chief of the convention center authority at the time
lent his weight to the Silver Line stating, “I bet with every developer…you will see this in their
marketing materials.”131 All of this is not to say that these groups should not have acted as they
did; they were simply trying to further their own interests. Rather, the roles these developers
played are part of a thread that connects back to the block busting and red lining of the 1950s and
‘60s. The choices developers made to further their own economic interests found safety in South
Boston. Rather than invest in a community of color, they chose to continue to finance real estate
development in white communities. It may not have been as overt or conscious as red lining but
the results were the same — continued economic and racial segregation.
Overall, many factors led to the development inequalities that exist in Boston. The broad
sweep of history brought about the rise of the car and suburbanization, which was partially
rooted in the fear of urban black communities. Urban renewal, massive highway construction
and disinvestment in urban transit systems were all development choices made by the state that
negatively affected communities of color in Boston. When funding became available to invest in
mass transit during the 1970s, the resulting development still often left communities of color
behind. Even as Transit Oriented Development began to be seen as a model of a community-
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oriented development process, communities of color were still left out as seen by Arlington’s
decision to halt rapid transit for fear of integrating a white community and the siting of rapid
transit in historically white South Boston rather than historically black Roxbury. Taken together,
the history of Boston provides a dispiriting collection of choices made. The result was the
segregation of state resources between white communities and those of color, with the vast
majority of development resources flowing to white communities, whether they were wealthy or
otherwise.
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Chapter 4: Integrated Planning as a Tool for Equitable Development
Transit Oriented Development is the model of creating dense neighborhoods of mixed
residential and commercial development around mass transit – “a modern version of the
traditional town.”132 By bringing together transit, housing, and environmental policies, the hope
is to create complete neighborhoods. The concept “is simple: moderate and high-density housing,
along with complementary public uses, jobs, retail and services, are concentrated in mixed-use
developments at strategic points along the regional transit system.”133 This description, in
essence, is one of a community of opportunity with an emphasis on the role transit plays in the
network. An efficient transit network also allows for communities to develop without jobs or
retail in the immediate vicinity because it provides access to them. Over time, localized demand
can stimulate local job growth and create a true TOD neighborhood.
The phrase Transit Oriented Development originated in Calthorpe’s “The Next American
Metropolis: Ecology, Community and the American Dream.” At its heart, the book focuses on
“the ecology of communities” and how to create a community that was “more diverse and
integrated in use and population.”134 Calthorpe attempted to create a new vision for what the
American Dream is and undo decades of suburbanization. The standards used today to define
livable communities were codified in this text and it is a tour de force that maps out “a paradigm
that combines the utopian ideal of an integrated and heterogeneous community with the realities
of our time – the imperatives of ecology, affordability, equity, technology, and the relentless
force of inertia.”135 It is not a stretch to imagine an activist saying these same words today.
Calthorpe first established a framework of sustainability and equity before he even gets to his
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conception of how to make these goals a reality. This framework influenced the role TOD plays
today, which is a tool for equity and sustainable development rather than development for the
sake of profits, and profits alone.
As beneficial as the original conception of TOD was for reframing the debate in America
— away from sprawl and towards communities; away from cars and towards people — it is
somewhat outmoded in today’s transit and urban development landscape. Whereas Calthorpe
envisions a regional rail line as the linkage between multiple TODs, separated by open space, a
contemporary vision of TOD focuses on land use, walking and biking before transit even comes
into play. The Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP), a progressive transit
policy group that focuses on sustainable development, has produced a fact sheet that defines its
principles of TOD. In it, the top priority is on complete streets, which focus on connectivity, a
complete cycle network, and vibrant public spaces to “provide basic mobility for all.”136 Even
when public transit comes into play, the image shown is one of a bus-rapid transit network rather
than a subway or even light rail. The idea is that “frequent, fast, and reliable high capacity”
transit is what matters, whether the form is found in a traditional subway or an excellent busrapid transit line. This is not to say rail no longer plays a role; both models are being applied
throughout the U.S. today. Denver, Colorado, for instance, is “aggressively expanding its rail
transit system and encouraging high-density, mixed-use development”137 along the transit
corridor. The difference lies in location, with the ITDP model concentrated in cities that already
have a dense core that can accommodate walkability (generally considered legacy transit
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cities138) and the rail-network model used in sprawled cities that previously have not had access
to mass transit.
TOD can occur when the state invests in creating a new transit stop or when
municipalities incentivize development around existing mass transit – either way, the story is one
of the state investing in an area to try and stimulate new development. Massachusetts is currently
attempting both models. In Somerville, the extension of the Green Line is expected to foster
development and economic growth in the immediate area around the new stations. In Boston, the
transition of the Fairmount Commuter Rail Line to subway style service along with development
incentives is hoped to revitalize an area around existing transit.
In both communities, the goal is to foster economic growth through TOD, but there are
also some potential pitfalls. With the state investment in mass transit and development comes an
increase in value to the community. When neighborhoods become more “desirable,” the demand
for housing increases, driving up rental costs and forcing those who cannot afford the cost of
housing to move in search of affordability. This process is how gentrification and displacement
of low-income communities occurs and can be a consequence of TOD. In theory, “the need for
affordable housing illustrates the desirability of integrated solutions.”139 In practice, instead of
creating equitable neighborhoods, TOD can lead to communities segregated by wealth where
only those who can pay are allowed to reap the benefits.
In its ideal, TOD is intended to support equity because “Living closer to a transit center
can help lower-income households spend less on transportation, thus improving their overall
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quality of life.”140 Unfortunately, when taking the potential for gentrification into account, the
envisioned savings on transportation disappear as housing costs rise.
Even though the conception of TOD in vogue today originated in the 1990s, it actually
has an extensive history in Boston. While no one was talking about TOD at the time, the natural
result of the efficient and extensive streetcar network that was developed in the first decade of
the 20th Century Boston was for neighborhoods to develop near transit stops. The rise of the
personal automobile however changed everything, and a distinct consequence of this form of
planning in Boston was the collapse of the streetcar network that had previously been integral to
the development of its neighborhoods. Transit ridership would actually peak in the 1940s due to
the economic constraints imposed by the war, but this quickly changed with the rise of the
automobile. The suburban sprawl “increase[d] pollution, sap[ped] inner-city development, and
generate[d] enormous costs.”141 The combined housing and transit policies prioritized moving
cars through the city rather than on those who would live next to these highways.
Today, the trend in urban planning is towards TOD and away from suburbanization. Just
because the plans are changing though does not mean that suburban areas do not still place
commercial and residential pressures on urban areas. Calthorpe describes the desire to “direct
growth into prime inner-city areas that are well-served by transit, rather than allowing the jobs,
housing and activity to be dissipated into the suburbs.”142 While Boston is faced with an
overwhelming demand on its housing stock, in reality there are not many cities faced with a
similar disconnect between the housing and labor market that drives gentrification around TOD.
Just in Massachusetts, for example, the Gateway Cities such as Holyoke, Springfield, or
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Lawrence all struggle with attracting businesses and residents to their downtown areas. TOD
would be ideal in these cities because it could deliver on the promise of sustainable development
without some of the pressures the housing market places on it in cities like Boston or San
Francisco.
The history of development in Boston illustrates the unequal distribution of resources, but
the future holds promise. In theory, Transit Oriented Development should provide an opportunity
to revitalize communities and reverse the inequitable suburbanization trend of the last halfcentury — but the implementation matters. When done right, TOD can be a vehicle for equitable
and sustainable development, but unless this commitment to equity is at the forefront of an
integrated planning process, then it often is left by the wayside. In the Boston metro-region
today, with the city of Somerville anticipating the Green Line Extension and Roxbury advocating
for the Indigo Line, there are multiple opportunities to get TOD right and support a shift towards
equitable transit planning.
Perhaps the best illustration of the opportunity to develop in an equitable manner exists in
the side-by-side communities of East Boston and Chelsea. Just across the Mystic and Charles
Rivers from Boston, they both are historically working-class white communities that have
experienced a tremendous influx of Latino residents in the past few decades, a population that
has become a clear majority in both. East Boston and Chelsea are also environmental justice
communities. Multiple freight train lines and highways run through them with the associated air
pollution negatively impacting those who live there. Waste from former industrial tenants has
historically marred both the Charles and the Mystic River. Yet the combination of relatively low
housing costs and proximity to Boston has drawn low-income and working-class groups to both
neighborhoods over the years.
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The proximity to Boston is palpable — standing on the far side of the river one feels as if
by reaching out you could grab the skyscrapers of downtown Boston. Yet the distance, at least by
mass transit, is interminable. Riders in Chelsea rely almost solely on the #111 bus — the only
non-commuter rail connection directly to Boston — which often takes over an hour to reach
downtown.143 East Boston is slightly better off — with access to rapid transit in the form of the
Blue Line — but 69% of workers report that their commute to work takes 30 minutes or more.
The same survey reported that 24% of workers were repeatedly late to work because of delays in
the mass transit system.144 For two communities so physically close to Boston, the lack of mass
transit options forces the largely low-income Latino population to choose between “expensive
dependence on automobiles and unreliable, time-consuming public transit.”145
As things currently stand, the residents of Chelsea and East Boston are no better off than
any other urban community of color in regards to their status as “historically underserved
communities” in Boston.146 The future, however, has been brightened considerably with the
planned extension of the Silver Line from Logan Airport around the edge of East Boston and to
the heart of downtown Chelsea. The Silver Line extension would link both communities with
South Station and bring riders into the city in fewer than 20 minutes147 — a major step to
improve residents’ transit options.
In the history of development in Boston, the Silver Line extension is important in its own
right since it will provide rapid transit to an underserved community. What makes this
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development path blazing is its attempt to create equitable Transit Oriented Development. The
state has had an extensive focus on supporting equitable development in Chelsea — including
training almost 2,000 workers and job seekers148 — and the Silver Line extension is but a piece
of this planning. The discussion around the new rapid transit connection between Boston and
Chelsea has been focused on the benefits it will bring to a long-marginalized community, and the
hope is for a brighter future for all in Chelsea.

Figure 8

Even while this attempt at equitable
TOD is moving forward, there are signs of
caution as well. Some supporters of the
Silver Line project see it as a way to attract
new wealth to Chelsea, stating, “It’s not the
South End — yet.”149 Yet, implying that
Chelsea aspires to be considered in the same
framework as the South End — an epicenter
of gentrification in Boston throughout the
1970s150 — is practically crying out for the
new development in Chelsea to be one that
gentrifies rather than one that unites in
equity. An important piece of whether TOD
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in Chelsea is equitable or otherwise is further illustrated simply by looking at a map of the to-beconstructed Silver Line. The extension will run from the heart of Chelsea straight to the Seaport
District on the harbor before heading to South Station. The Seaport District is at the heart of
“rapid growth in employment opportunities”151 in the Boston area, which makes it a natural
connection to the relatively affordable housing found in Chelsea. The jobs available, however,
are largely those in the booming tech-sector, which has a relatively small number of well-paying
jobs.152 This disparity in wealth between those looking for housing and those already living in
Chelsea strongly suggests gentrification and displacement could swiftly follow the completion of
the Silver Line.
Calthorpe initially envisioned TOD as a vehicle for equitable development and argued
that, “affordable housing must start with affordable neighborhoods.”153 Today, a disconnect often
arrives between the planning and implementation of projects. Even when equity is a stated goal
of a TOD project, it is often left behind when push comes to shove over the compromises
necessary to actually build any development because political and economic power is often
concentrated anywhere but on the side of affordable housing. In addition, the structure of the
housing market ensures that unless equity is an explicit goal of a TOD project, gentrification and
displacement will likely result.
The reasons behind the structural impediments to equity that exist in the housing market
date back to before World War II. From the time the federal government got involved in housing
finance to when it created the secondary mortgage market, its policies intentionally and
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unintentionally shaped the housing market’s access, or lack thereof, to affordable housing for the
next 75 years and continues through the present day.154
The vast majority of housing in the United States is in private hands. This, along with the
fact that it is tied to the land it is built on ensure that the housing market is “extraordinarily
dependent on the cost and availability of borrowed money.”155 In the housing market, these loans
go by the name of mortgages, which when combined with the intrinsic elements of housing have
simultaneously built large amounts of housing and worsened housing inequality throughout their
existence. Owning a house has been idealized as “the American Dream,” and mortgages served
to open up access to this goal.156 In order to attain this goal however, people have both
consciously and unconsciously been placed in debt far outside of their means. Mortgages in
essence have a “contradictory role. They have been essential to the functioning of the private
housing market but have also been primary sources of persistent and pervasive housing
affordability problems.”157
The breakdown of the U.S. economy at the end of the 1920s was similar to the Great
Recession of 2008, in that it was predicated on the collapse of the private housing market and
mortgage system. When the national housing system was rebuilt in the 1930s, it was still
grounded in government assistance to individuals to provide access to private financial
institutions, but the calculus had shifted. Whereas before the 1930s mortgages had consisted of
large down payments and short-term loans (often intended to exclude low-income groups from
access to the housing market), the new system created low down payment, long-term loans158 as
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well as the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB), the Federal National Mortgage Association
(FNMA) and the mortgage insurance program of the Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and the
Veterans Administration (VA). The new housing market structure was designed to bring new
groups into the market and through an increase in demand drive the economy. Just like with the
auto market, it took the end of World War II to release the decades of pent up demand necessary
for nation-wide economic gain.
In both the housing market and transit systems of the era, the federal structures put in
place during the first half of the 20th century laid the groundwork for the post-War boom. The
rules were put in place prior to the War, the Second World War kept demand in check because of
government restrictions on the economy, and the subsequent end of the war released a flood of
demand for both private automobile consumption and home ownership. On its face, the new
mortgage and highway systems were major benefits to the U.S. economy. However, neither the
astronomic rise in home ownership nor the increase in car usage would have been possible
without the billions of dollars in federal subsidies for highway construction and “federal support
for financial institutions to make the new long-term, low down payment loans.”159 The
government did not just take a passive role of creating the rules and then letting the market go to
work, but rather wrote the rules in a manner that tilted the playing field, and then allowed the
umpire to be purchased to ensure the rules were tilted enduringly in favor of suburbanization.
Further, these policies could never have been as effective as they were without the
existence of the other. The existence of new major highways provided the transit network
necessary to support white flight and de-industrialization of the urban core. The abundance of
affordable homes in the suburbs to those who qualified for mortgages (read: white, middle class)
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justified the continued construction of new highways to feed the ever-growing demand. Similar
to the theory of highways, in which adding a lane only worsens congestion because it creates
new demand, the negative feedback loop of suburbanization fed on itself unchecked through the
1950s and ‘60s.
Returning specifically to the housing market of the 1960s, the rising inflation rates and
tight credit market caused Savings and Loans Institutions — the primary residential lending
institutions of the time — to “borrow short and lend long,” essentially capitalizing loans from the
federal government to create new mortgages, which were themselves long-term loans.160 This
imbalance in the finances of the S&Ls led to an imbalance in the housing finance system as a
whole, and the government responded first by expanding the secondary mortgage market in the
late 1960s and then when that was seen as insufficient, by full-scale financial deregulation in the
early 1980s. In turn, this financial deregulation pushed S&L institutions out of the mortgage
market, which ensured that the secondary mortgage market was the main home-loan provider by
1986.161
The arc of these decades was one of transitioning from a locally based mortgage market
to a national, if not international, mortgage system that tapped capital markets from many
different places for housing finance. Financial institutions began to get in on the act through the
creation of securities and mortgage ‘futures,’ and speculation became the norm rather than the
exception. The results of the overall shift in the housing finance arena are numerous and varied:
homeownership for roughly two thirds of U.S. households, increased household debt burdens,
and the rise of extravagantly constructed homes.162 While varied in its impact on the overall
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economy, the impact on affordability has been clear. The rise of the housing finance complex —
in 2002, it accounted for almost 50% of the federal government’s debt liabilities as a result of
federal housing credits — has been coupled with a decline in affordability.
Looking at the map of which actors have an impact on the current housing system in the
United States, one notable voice is missing – those who need affordable housing but do not have
it. The federal, state and municipal government all have some level of control over access to and
creation of affordable housing, which is in turn largely dependent on non-profit groups such as
Community Development Corporations (CDCs) to fund. Banks and mortgage institutions
directly play a role in their decisions about where to invest their funds and who should receive
access to their funds, but they also indirectly influence the housing market through lobbying of
politicians to increase or decrease funding for various housing-related programs. Since the
government has little interest in self-financing construction of housing — affordable or otherwise
— developers have immense influence and almost no construction will occur that is not initiated
by developers. Like financial institutions, developers also lobby government officials in order to
shift the landscape of the housing market. Even people who live in affordable housing have a
voice through tenant associations. While not nearly as powerful as other actors in terms of
monetary power, they are an organized group that can affect change through protest and political
efforts. Still on the outside, though, looking in, are those who need a voice the most. People who
need, but do not have access to, affordable housing have no organized voice to represent them
and therefore little access to representation within the current system.
This is not to say that non-profits do not advocate for affordable housing – they do.
Rather, it is to highlight the incongruity of the system. In the United States, actors can be largely
separated into three groups: Political Economy, Social Movements, and The State. In the housing
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market, developers, banks, financial institutions and their lobbyists all fall under political
economy. The state is represented by various government agencies, politicians and the
regulations and laws prescribed therein. Non-profits and tenant groups comprise social
movements. Substantial change in policy usually does not occur without movement in at least
two of three sectors.163
For a long time, the state and political economy have combined to create the rules by
which the housing market functions, which explains why the Home Mortgage Interest Deduction
came to be. The federal government initially had an interest in helping people build financial
security, and beginning after World War II, increasingly saw that happening through
homeownership. So, the federal government began to encourage people to own homes and has
invested hundreds of billions of dollars since then to support this vision. The Home Mortgage
Interest Deduction is simply one tool for this, which allows “taxpayers to reduce their taxable
income by the amount of interest they pay on a home loan.”164 However, the choice of this tool
was not random. By essentially subsidizing the loans people take out on their homes, the federal
government is supporting a market for home loans that financially benefits banks and other
mortgage institutions; the state is working in concert with the political economy for the mutual
benefit of both sets of actors.
If all the Home Mortgage Interest Deduction did was support financial stability through
homeownership it would be working toward a laudable goal, however inefficiently. Instead, it
has contributed to the concentration of wealth among white households at the expense of
households of color. In 2003, almost 80% of these government benefits went to the wealthiest
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20% of households in the United States.165 Since the playing field has historically been tilted
towards white households with the exclusion of people of color from wealth-building
opportunities, the result of providing federal benefits to wealthy households means providing
federal benefits to white households. Rather than support a system with affordability as its goal –
advocated for by social movements – the current housing market is the result of the state and
political economy combining to treat housing as a financial tool and a commodity rather than a
home and a place to build a community.
The idea of affordable housing as a tool to build community is just one pillar of the
foundation necessary to create equitable development in a sustainable manner in contemporary
cities. This is the idea of social well-being, but also necessary are economic well-being (touched
on via TOD as a tool for economic development) and environmental well-being.166 Though cities
are often the site of communities whom environmental justice organizations advocate for —
broadly speaking, those without protection from environmental and health hazards and a lack of
access to the decision-making process about how to define their environment167 — they also
have many advantages. People who live in cities typically use less energy than those who live in
rural areas because the density of cities allows for incredibly efficient delivery of power,
transportation and many other services.168 Cities have both an opportunity to promote
sustainability and a historical tendency to house environmental justice communities. To create
sustainable and equitable communities, all forms of planning need to integrate, particularly to
solve the multifaceted breadth of environmental justice issues.
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Environmental justice communities are tightly linked to the historically inequitable urban
development seen in the United States. The racial and class structures of the United States that
result from slavery, oppression and exclusion of communities of color from the reference point
of environmental justice have led to a “disparate impact of environmentally related diseases on
low-income people and people of color.”169 To untangle this history of inequity, a concentrated
plan to meet it head-on is necessary; Transit Oriented Development, affordable housing, and
environmental sustainability all will play a role. Transportation between a community with
affordable housing and a job that pays a living wage, integrated schools and diverse
communities, all with clean air and water. These are the components of a community of
opportunity, and integrated planning through a lens of environmental justice can help attain
them.
Not only is the integration of planning a necessary piece to confront the systemic causes
of inequity in cities, but it will also further the movement to confront climate change. Transit
Oriented Development provides a direct counterpoint to the suburbanization trend of the past 50
years and illustrates how density can lead to improved environmental outcomes. While the
classic image of cities as asphalt encased monoliths does not inspire confidence, the
contemporary model of cities as an efficient distributor of transportation and human service
needs can lead to sustainable outcomes.
The legacy of the trend toward suburbanization in the United States is remarkably clear.
With the shift to the automobile as the primary mode of transit came the economic benefit of a
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positive feedback loop between growth in transit networks and the economy170 but also the
environmental consequences of increased air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and negative
ecosystem impacts.171 The expansive highway network built by the federal government
encouraged the trend of sprawl, suburbanization, and de-industrialization; the massive
investment by the federal government in the Interstate system was essentially a massive
investment to lock in carbon emissions for the foreseeable future. At the same time, the increased
capacity provided by the new highways frequently resulted in more car usage than previously
existed. When new infrastructure is built, it reduces the overall cost of travel, which in turn
allows undeveloped demand to be realized and create new demand.172 At every level — land use,
transit and economic policy — the federal government has for decades subsidized carbon
intensive transportation at the expense of sustainable alternatives.
At a macro-environmental level, the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that resulted from
increased auto transportation have been described as its “most pressing environmental
concern.”173 With the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) repeatedly
hammering home the point that the concentration of carbon dioxide and other gases in the
atmosphere will cause global temperature increases on the magnitude of 2-3 degrees without
immediate action,174 and transportation in the U.S. accounting for 28% of all GHG emissions,175
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the need to reduce auto emissions is a key component of any serious effort to tackle climate
change. The dense development of TOD is a piece of the solution because mass transit
alternatives to single-occupancy car use are not feasible without “high population densities and
compact urban design.”176 While a seemingly high bar to reach, the potential environmental
benefits are substantial and include: reduced energy consumption, carbon dioxide emissions, and
more land for agriculture, wildlife, and ecological habitats through less land for suburban
development.177
The environmental considerations of TOD and integrated planning go well beyond
climate change. One of the long-standing injustices in Boston and across the country has been
the siting of highways through historically marginalized communities such as the Massachusetts
Turnpike and the Southeast Expressway being plowed straight through Chinatown.178 The air
pollution from these highways is a consequence of their construction, with an increase in fine
particulates resulting in a statistically significant increase in cardiovascular disease.179 Recent
research has honed in on the concentrated effect of highways on the communities directly near
them through the emission of ultrafine particulates. These particulates are up to three times more
prevalent on the streets directly adjacent to a highway than those just a few blocks away. As a
result, the environmental justice communities located immediately next to a highway are likely
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to suffer their effects at an extremely high rate, compounding the already known issues of
congestion, air pollution, and climate change.180
Somerville, MA is a community that illustrates the range of environmental issues —
positive and negative — associated with dense development. Parts of Somerville have been
environmental justice communities for a long time; more than 10% of all residents live within
400 meters of a major highway.181 The former industrial sites in East Somerville and the
neighborhoods, such as Ten Hills, bordering I-93 have both been plagued by many of the
environmental ails discussed above. Today, however, Somerville is attempting to reverse this
history. Through focused efforts on affordability, inclusive master planning, and community
engagement,182 Somerville is constantly working to realize its goal of becoming a community in
which people want to “live, work, and raise a family.”183
These successes essentially define a community of opportunity, and Somerville is
currently a model of how integrated planning within a framework of equity could help people
across the income spectrum. Somerville has already: overwhelmingly passed the Community
Preservation Act to preserve open space and affordable housing;184 decided to tear down
McGrath Highway — “a rusted relic of 1950s urban design;”185 and created SomerVision, a
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comprehensive master plan based around shared values and goals.186 Within Somerville, the
many forces of planning come together around Union Square. Long an industrial neighborhood
made up of long-term Somerville residents and recent immigrants, in recent years it has begun to
gentrify along with much of the city. The coming arrival of the Green Line Extension is only
expected to further this gentrification. The city is aware of these developmental pressures and in
SomerVision calls out for a sharp increase in affordable housing in order to stem the tide of
displacement.187 Yet even with these efforts, a recent report still projects rent increases of up to
67%, or $275 per month.188
Union Square shows both all that Somerville is doing to create equity in its development
as well as the roadblocks still to be overcome. The goal of bringing together rapid transit access
to the city, open space, environmental sustainability and affordable housing perfectly coalesces
around the idea of equal access to a community of opportunity. For this, Somerville can be
commended. At the same time, the lack of regional affordable housing is often described by
Mayor Curtatone as an impediment to affordability189 and the investment by the state in rapid
transit still appears likely to lead to substantial displacement. Somerville appears to be further
along the path of equitable development than most cities, but simultaneously illustrates how
many structural barriers remain between equitable planning and truly equitable access to
communities of opportunity.
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There are some examples of TOD in the United States that have a connection to equity,
but they are largely concentrated in planned developments that are based off of previously empty
swaths of land. Denver and Milwaukee, for instance, both successfully completed large TOD
projects without large-scale community resistance. However, they were respectively developed
near the semi-rural airport and in an old industrial center; the replicability of such projects is
reduced because of the land access component. Seattle offers some promise in that it is a model
for comprehensive planning, but it also has experienced fierce community resistance to planned,
equitable TOD. Whether because of structural barriers or simple NIMBYism, equitable
development is far from the reality in the U.S. today.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The city of Somerville is a classic example of the pressures of development coming to
bear on a single community. As a city that is part of the Greater Boston region, it has relatively
little power to affect the regional market while simultaneously being heavily impacted by that
market. Its demand for all housing, affordable or otherwise, far outstrips its capacity to produce
new housing units. Somerville also has little control over the labor market because it is subject to
state minimum wage laws and more importantly in competition with every municipality around
it. A leader in the push for equitable development, Somerville has attempted to create a
framework for equity, but it still falls short due to the regional, housing market, and labor market
structures at play.
In the short term, Somerville and cities like it can make progress by continuing along the
path it is already on. While gentrification and displacement are already occurring in the city,
many factors are at play when determining whether future neighborhoods will gentrify as well.
The preservation of currently affordable rental units and rental assistance programs are of
paramount importance.190 The supply of affordable housing is already extremely limited, so
losing any of this stock is a huge blow to equitable access. In regards to mass transit, “land use
patterns should lead transit service planning”191 rather than the other way around. People will not
move to an area just because the state puts mass transit there. If however, the state combines
mass transit with land use planning, commercial development, and housing, then TOD can be an
effective tool for equitable development. Non-profit Community Development Corporations
have shown to be reasonably effective at creating new affordable housing units within the
existing structures and should also continue to be supported by municipalities.
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The most strategic actions for local actors in communities that are already gentrifying —
like Union Square in Somerville — must start with preserving any existing affordable housing.
The federal government has largely used subsidy programs to support the construction of
affordable housing in the second half of the 20th century, which has lead to an “expiring use”
problem.192 The subsidies are not permanently guaranteed, so after a period of time ranging from
5 to thirty years they expire and the owner can revert the unit to market rate. With little new
construction of affordable housing taking place, the preservation of existing housing is a
necessity.
A structural step that communities can take is to remove land out of the commercial
market whenever possible. With community land banks, local actors have the ability to
substantially reduce the cost of housing by allowing developers and homeowners to lease land to
live on, thereby removing the cost of the land value from the exchange. In Boston, the Dudley
Street Neighborhood Initiative created Dudley Neighbors, Incorporated, as a community land
trust to play “a crucial role in preserving affordable housing and providing residents with a way
to control the development processes in the neighborhood.”193
One outstanding question is the role political institutions that compose the State play in
Massachusetts. The BRA “exerts total control over zoning, planning, and development” and is an
“anachronistic concentration of power not found anywhere else in the country.”194 This
institution wields immense power, but contributes little to equitable development in Boston.
Considering that the BRA is at the behest of the mayor, it is likely not the concept of this
institution that is the problem – the devil is in the details. A new mayor, such as the recently
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elected Marty Walsh, could choose to utilize the development powers of the agency to force
developers to build affordable housing or revamp housing policy across the city as part of a
master planning effort. Dismantling the agency would only remove the one institution with the
power to act on the issue of equitable development.
TOD exists at the intersection of the state, political economy, and social movements. The
state invests in a neighborhood through mass transit or development incentives, and developers
have the opportunity to monetarily benefit from the resulting increase in value. This leaves social
movements advocating for affordable housing as a response, which is often ineffectual when
faced with opposition from “the interlocking powers of real estate, government, and finance.”195
If social movements encourage the coordination of transit, housing, and environmental policy
instead, while also attaching the underlying structural issues, they can create favorable conditions
for affordability. When equity is made an explicit goal in conjunction with integrated planning, it
might no longer be sacrificed in political dealing and increased sustainable and equitable
development can occur.
For integrated planning to actually work, it is imperative that the silos between various
policy fields be broken down. Regional coordination is a start but the lack of a statewide office
of urban development in Massachusetts is holding the state back. The Metropolitan Area
Planning Council (MAPC) is a meaningful regional planning organization that can be hamstrung
because statewide policy decisions can be made without its input. Such a statewide office could
bring together the various regional planning authorities in Massachusetts while also uniting the
planning of the Department of Transportation and Housing and Urban Development;
incorporating true master planning into these agencies is a must for integrated planning to occur.
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Further, these newly reconfigured agencies could create a BTPR for the 21st century, a statewide
master plan focused on equitable development across the Commonwealth. Politically, this could
be problematic because it is a zero sum game – what one community gains, another loses.
However, it is a zero sum game currently, with the only difference that fewer people are paying
attention. Allowing each community to define their 3 most-pressing needs could reduce some of
the political tension by incorporating local decision making into the process. Regardless of
political tension, this form of integrated planning could produce equitable development in the
metro-Boston region.
The above describes what integrated planning could look like on a policy level, but it also
must include an integration of public policy and local communities. Legitimate community
participation from day one of the planning process is necessary to attack the root causes of issues
like environmental justice and structural racism. Providing forums for people to express their
own policy ideas alongside those of ‘experts’ can empower communities to own the
development process and bringing in the voice of the community throughout the planning
process can reduce the tension often inherent in urban development. Integrated planning is also
about a transparent process, which both incorporates the community and forces participants in
the dialogue to be clear about their desires. Such clarity can be a piece of ensuring that
development does not “just happen” in a way that harms communities. The structural racism in
urban development over the past 75 years has been insidious and consistent, but along with an
explicit commitment to equity, the integrated planning described here can be a powerful tool to
reverse the tide.
Of interest for future research is the pursuit of structural solutions to the long-standing
problems facing equity in access to communities of opportunity. One promising avenue could be
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the use of a non-profit reverse mortgage plan combined with community land trusts. For
instance, if a group like Boston Community Capital funded “non-profit reverse mortgages,” for
groups like Dudley Square Neighborhood Initiative to place land into a trust, the owners of the
homes should be able to retain control over their house for as long as they want (essentially until
they die), upon which time it could be sold but under the restriction of the land trust. This could
both maintain the stability of neighborhoods in the short term while also supporting affordability
and equity in the long run by creating permanently affordable housing units.
Until structural changes take hold, today remains the era of the return to the city. Federal
housing and transit policy during the middle of the 20th century drove de-industrialization and
suburbanization. These processes paradoxically laid the groundwork for gentrification and
displacement decades later by temporarily lowering land values in urban areas; the communities
that experienced white flight in the 1950s and 1960s are now seeing the children of white
suburbanites return and displace communities of color to the periphery of urban areas.196 The
new economy of a small, well-paid high tech sector and a broad-based, low-paid service
economy cleave the population along racial and class lines197 while a speculative housing market
further bifurcates cities between those who treat housing as a commodity and those who treat it
as a home.198 In the long run, these are the fundamental structural impediments that exist to
creating true affordability and equity. Gentrification, displacement, white flight and suburban
sprawl are all connected through an inter-locking web of policy choices made; they are not
happenstance. As a community, cities need to decide if they are willing to go along with the
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status quo, or whether they are going to try and create equitable access to communities of
opportunity.
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